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The purpose of this project was to design and develop a
model integrated, experiential social studies, English, and
reading curriculum that would help sixth grade students to
relate and apply school studies to real-life/real-world
situations.

To accomplish this purpose, current research and

literature on experiential learning, integrated/interdisciplinary
curriculum, the multiple intelligences, and service-learning
were reviewed.

Additionally, selected businesses throughout

the greater Ellensburg area were invited to participate in a
partnership to provide experiential learning sites for students.
Finally, unit overviews, student learning objectives,
performance criteria, learning activities, teaching strategies,
and instructional materials were adapted and developed.
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CHAPTER I

BACKGROUNDOFTHESTUDY
Introduction
Educators have simply not appreciated how difficult it is for
students to transfer knowledge from one situation
to another.

or domain

Unless one takes the "high road to transfer" and

helps students to see explicitly the connections (and
nonconnections) between domains, generalization and transfer
will not occur with any reliability (Gardner, 1993, p. 48).

As suggested in the above statement by Gardner, educators
have not consistently fostered a learning environment in which
students have been able to make a connection between material
learned or studied in school with real-world/real-life situations.
Gardner further substantiated this statement in another article when
he challenged educators to find better ways to educate children to
their fullest potential using optimal means.

He asserted that to do

otherwise was "educational malpractice" (Gardner, 1992, p. 102).
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Research conducted by Eurich ( 1993) emphasized the
importance of connecting students' school studies to the real-life
situation of obtaining a job.

Said Eurich:

High school students can seldom see the results of their study.
They draw few relationships to the world of work or a future
job.

There is little tangible evidence of a connection, and often

no one troubles to explain the subject's value for later
application (p. 78).

Eurich concluded, "Again and agam, research has shown that
learning is most effective when it is job related.

It is most effective

in terms of the time required to learn it and also to retain and use it"
(p. 78).
Finally, recognizing that the United States curriculum policy is
becoming more performance based, students were expected to be
able to prove their understanding of school studies through
demonstration or application.

As stated by Elmore and Fuhrman

(1994), "Public officials and corporate leaders are concerned about
the gap between current academic performance of students and the
ability of students to apply their knowledge to understanding and
solving emerging and future economic, political, and social needs of
the country" (p. 2).
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Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this project was to design and develop a model
that integrated, experiential social studies, English, and reading
curriculum that would help sixth grade students to relate and apply
school studies to real-life/real-world situations.

To accomplish this

purpose, current research and literature on experiential learning,
integrated/interdisciplinary curriculum, the multiple intelligences,
and service-learning were reviewed.

Additionally, selected

businesses throughout the greater Ellensburg area were invited to
participate in a partnership to provide experiential learning sites for
students.

Limitations of the Study
For purposes of this study, it was necessary to set the following
limitations:
1.

Scope:

The model integrated, experiential learning curriculum

would be designed for use by sixth grade students at Morgan
Middle School.
2.

Target Population:

The model curriculum was specifically

designed for use by sixth grade students enrolled in a bloc
setting of English, social studies and reading.
3.

Research:

The preponderance of research and literature

reviewed for the purpose of this study was limited to the past
five (5) years.

Additionally, eight selected businesses m the

greater Ellensburg area were contacted and invited to
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participate in a partnership to provide experiential learning
sites for students.
Those business were:
1.

Kittitas County Solid Waste Department

2.

Department of Continuing Education, Central
Washing ton University

3.

Central Nursery

4.

Department of Ecology

5.

Ellensburg City Library

6.

Dusty's Nursery

7.

Twin City Foods

8.

Hilltop Orchards

9.

CWU Office of International Programs.

Definition of Terms
Significant terms used in the context of this study have been
defined as follows:
1.

Authentic:

Academic achievement that is significant and

meaningful, not trivial and useless (Newmann & Wehlage,
1993).
2.

Connected Curriculum:

Curriculum that has value and meaning

beyond the instructional context by connecting with the larger
social context in which students live (Newmann & Wehlage,
1993).
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3.

Experiential Learning:

Any learning situation in which the

student is an active participant and which enlarges his/her
framework of experience and promotes the life skills of
responsibility and social cooperation.

Activities should not only

teach concrete facts, but encourage the abstract processes of
thought such as problem-solving, applications of concepts and
principles to new situations, and evaluation skills (Bryant,
1980).
4.

Interdisciplinary Curriculum:

Provides connections among

subject areas so that a student can better understand that their
learning has application to real life topics--that learning 1s not
just isolated bits of fact in a vacuum (Willis, 1992).
5.

Integrated Curriculum:

The weaving or blending together of

content from separate disciplines or subjects so that a unifying
concept, principle, problem, issue, or generalization is more
clearly illuminated (Erickson, 1993).
6.

Latin America:

All of the land south of the United States.

This

reg10n of the Western Hemisphere has strongly been influenced
by the "Latin" cultures of Spain and Portugal (Jarolimek, et al.,
1984).

7.

Multiple Intelligences:

A theory that supports the existence of

seven comprehensive categories or "intelligences."

These seven

intelligences include verbal/linguistic; logical/mathematical;
visual/spatial;

body/kinesthetic;

musical/rhythmic;

interpersonal; intrapersonal (Armstrong, 1994 ).
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8.

Parallel Teaching:

Leaving each discipline intact-separate-but

aligning content within them so that related topics are taught
simultaneously (Willis, 1992).
9.

Service-Learning:

Service-learning 1s a method by which

young people learn and develop through active participation rn
thoughtfully organized service experiences (Crawford, et al.,
1995).
10.

Sixth Grade Bloc:

A teaching situation which provides a bloc of

time--generally three hours--that a teacher instructs the same
set of students in the areas of social studies, English, and
reading (Ellensburg School District, 1995).
11.

Theme:

A curriculum approach that carries the idea of the

concept into a form that is understandable and approachable
for students in addition to setting parameters for a unit of
study (Erickson, 1993).
12.

Transescents:

Students who are in transition between

elementary school and high school and are undergoing a umque
period of growth and development physically, socially, and
intellectually (Wiles & Bondi, 1993).

CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

Introduction
The review of research· and literature summarized m Chapter
II has been organized to address:
1.

The Middle School Program-Balancing Children's
Environment and Development

2.

The Place of Experiential Learning m Curriculum and
Instruction

3.

Experiential Learning m Action--The St. Paul Open School

4.

The Case for an Integrated Curriculum

5.

Integrated Curriculum in Action--A Field Trip to
Tennessee

6.

Multiple Intelligence Theory and Experiential Learning

7.

Service Learning in the Middle School Curriculum

8.

Summary

Data current primarily within the past five (5) years were
identified through an Educational Resource Information Centers
(ERIC) computer search.

Additionally, the investigator (Cecilia A.

Mahre) interviewed selected Ellensburg area businesses to obtain
information essential for developing experiential learning sites in the
integrated curriculum.

Finally, a hand search of various other

sources was also conducted.
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The Middle School Program-Balancing Children's Environment and Development
Providing an appropriate education for the physically,
emotionally, and socially developing adolescent has been intensively
examined over the past decade.

Support for a transition school

between the elementary and the high school that had differentiated
functions to help students bridge the gap from childhood and
adolescence was recognized according to Wiles and Bondi (1993).
Wiles and Bondi detailed a well-balanced program necessary to
best serve the diverse needs of adolescents at the
level.

middle school

The list includes concepts (italicized below) central to the

development of the model integrated, experiential social studies,
English, and reading curriculum for sixth grade students which was
the subject of this study.

1.

Included in this list were:

Learning experiences for transescents at their own
intellectual levels relating to immediate rather than
remote academic goals.

2.

A wide variety of cognitive learning experiences to account for the
full range of students who are at many different levels of
concrete and formal operations.

3.

A diversified curriculum of either exploratory or fundamental, or both,

activities resulting in daily successful experience that will
stimulate and nurture intellectual development.
4.

Opportunities for the development of problem-solving
skills, reflective-thinking processes, and awareness for
the order of the student's environment.
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5.

Cognitive learning expenences so structured that
students can progress in an individualized manner,
however, within the structure of an individualized
learning program, students can interact with one another.

6.

A curriculum in which all areas are taught to reveal
opportunities for further study, to help students learn
how to study, and to help them appraise their own
interests.

7.

A planned sequence of concepts in the general education
areas, major emphasis on the interest and skills for
continued learning, a balanced program of exploratory experiences
and other activities and services for personal development, and
appropriate attention to the development of values.

8.

A common program in which areas of learning are combined and
integrated to break down artificial and irrelevant divisions of curriculum
content.

Some previously departmentalized areas of the

curriculum should be combined and taught around integrated themes,
topics, and experiences.
9.

Encouragement of personal curiosity, with one learning
experience inspiring subsequent activities.

10.

Methods of instruction involving open and individually
directed learning experiences.

The role of the teacher

should be more that of a personal guide and facilitator of
learning than a purveyor of knowledge.

Traditional

lecture-recitation methods should be minimized.
11.

Grouping criteria that involve not only cognitive, but also
physical, social, and emotional criteria.
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12.

As much consideration for who the student is and
becomes, his or her self-concept, self-responsibility, and
attitudes toward school and personal happiness, as for
how much and what he or she knows.

13.

Experience in the arts of all transescents to foster
aesthetic appreciations and to stimulate creative
expressions.

14.

Curriculum and teaching methods that reflect cultural,
ethnic, and socioeconomic subgroups within the middle
school student population.

Gardner's (1981) research focused on the presence of
developmental milestones and the need for a well balanced middle
school program designed to foster intellectual and educational needs
has been recognized for decades. A child's environment as an
inherent, critical component of the learning process was recognized
as well.

Gardner's research supported and advanced ideas expressed

by Piaget, the Swiss psychologist, regarding the developmental stages
of children.

Gardner outlined three principal stages through which

individuals in Western culture pass in their march to intellectual
maturity.
1.

Paraphrased below, these stages included:
The sensirimotor stage involved an infant's mastery of
his actions in a world filled with objects.

A practical

intelligence was acquired by the end of this period in
which the child was able to demonstrate through his
interactions that he had a sense of space, time, causality,
and objects which enabled him to negotiate about his
environment successfully.
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2.

The concrete operations stage developed in the years
following infancy and indicated the evolution of the
child's ability to comprehend concrete operations.

The

term "concrete" implied that the child was working in his
mind with concrete materials, objects, persons, and so on;
the operational aspect involved his implicit actions upon
objects that he was mentally manipulating.
3.

The formal operations stage was the final mental
evolution that occurred generally between the ages of
twelve and fifteen.

This mental stage involved a child's

ability to carry out experiments in a laboratory and to
employ deductive reasoning. A child in this stage could
vary factors and issue reasoned judgment about causal
relationships.

It was clear that this reasoning was

operational because it involved implicit actions upon the
environment.

The child was operating in a formal

manner upon verbal and symbolic characterizations of
the world and upon linguistic and logical statements
about objects rather than the object itself.
According to Gardner (1991), Piaget concluded from his work
with children that development has an optimal rate, which is
peculiar to each individual and "is tampered with only at its peril."
Piaget was opposed to attempts to "speed up" development and had a
fatalistic attitude about the possibilities of radically altering
intellectual level through quick "enrichment" programs.

Gardner

further described Piaget's position as allowing for "substantial
variation in developmental rates depending upon the amount of and
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kind of organism-environment interaction" (p. 59).

Gardner

concluded that Piaget stressed enrichment of the total environment
and the importance of environment upon the learning process.
In further recognition of Piaget's research on individual
developmental rates and the environment in which individual
development took place, Kami (1981) stated, "Piaget's theory makes
it possible to evaluate the theories on which all programs are based"
(p. 23).

In addition, Kami suggested that Piaget's theories made it

possible to identify the best practices that had currently been
developed and then extend them.

Educators have recognized and

accepted the fact that children learned through their senses.

Said

Kami:
The child learns about the world around him through his
senses, seeing, hearing, feeling, tasting, and smelling and
through his kinesthetic sense.

The greater the input of sensory

impressions the more material he has out of which to build
concepts of what the world is like (p. 244).
Research conducted by Peterson and Knapp ( 1993) further
supported the belief that children "make sense" in ways very
different from adults and that they learn through the process of
trying to make things happen through the manipulation of their
environment.

These researchers concluded that people learn best by

doing and by interacting with their environment regardless of the
grade level.
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The Place of Experiential Learning Curriculum and Instruction
Webster's New World Dictionary (1982) defined the term
"experiential" as "based on experience" and the term "learning" as
"the acquiring of knowledge or a skill."

According to Levy (1991),

the teacher plays a vital role in making the educational program
meaningful, and instructional practices are as important as content
selections.

Adolescents need a secure environment that fosters

exploration, creativity, inquiry, and intellectual challenge.

Within

this carefully planned setting several instructional practices are
known to promote learning.
A type of learning fostered m this setting was experiential
learning.

Levy further emphasized, "Experiential learning helps

adolescents make meaning of their world and they benefit from
concrete experiences that allow for analyzation of common events
and exploration of ideas and values" (p. 8).
In 1990, researchers began to study schools that had tried to
utilize "authentic" forms of instruction to enhance authentic student
achievement.

Newmann and Wehlage (1993) defined the term

"authentic" to distinguish between achievement that was significant
and meaningful versus that which was trivial and useless.

To define

authentic achievement more precisely, Newmann and Wehlage relied
on three criteria:
1.

Students constructed meaning and produced knowledge;

2.

Students used disciplined inquiry to construct meaning;

3.

Students aimed their work towards production of
discourse, products, and performances that had value or
meaning beyond success in schools (p. 8).
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Newmann and Wehlage further stressed that curriculum
designed to place students in cooperative groups, participate in
activities, engage in apprenticeships, or interact in a museum could
mcrease authenticity in achievement.

These researchers contended

that the challenge was not simply to adopt innovative teaching
techniques or to find new locations for learning, but to deliberately
counteract two persistent maladies that make conventional schooling
inauthentic.

Newmann and Wehlage defined these maladies as

follows:
1.

Often the work students do does not allow them to use
their minds well.

2.

The work has no intrinsic meanmg or value to students
beyond achieving success in school (p. 8).

To counter these problems, Newmann and Wehlage developed
standards for instruction that would represent the quality of
intellectual work but not be associated with any specific learning
activity.

Ultimately, they developed five standards of authentic

instruction that included the following:
1.

Higher-Order Thinking

2.

Depth of Knowledge

3.

Connectedness to the World

4.

Substantive Conversation

5.

Social Support for Student Achievement (p. 10).

The third standard, "Connectedness to the World," had a
particularly close association with experiential learning/authentic
student achievement.

Specifically, "Connectedness to the World"

measured the extent to which a class had value and meaning beyond
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the instructional context.

Newmann and Wehlage contended that a

classroom which presented curriculum with little or no meaning
beyond its walls allowed for students' work to have no impact on
others.

Newmann and Wehlage then defined a "connected

curriculum" as one in which a lesson gained in authenticity the more
there was a connection to the larger social context within which
students lived.

They further described a "connected curriculum"

where students address real-world public problems (e.g., clarifying a
contemporary issue by applying statistical analysis in a report to the
city council on homelessness) and, where students use personal
experiences as a context for applying knowledge (e.g., using conflict
resolution techniques in their school).
Bryant ( 1980) maintained that experiential learning provided a
setting in which students were actively engaged in their own
learning and thus, took responsibility for it.

Said Bryant, "Students

must be actively involved in assimilating what is being taught into
their own experience if they are to truly understand the concepts.
Otherwise, they will be onlookers in the mainstream of society" (p.
354).

Field trips, career education projects, self-awareness

experiences, and group activities were ways to develop a child's
framework of experience through formal education channels.

The

important fact to remember is that children will interpret what they
learn from their own framework of experience, not from the
expenence of the teacher's.
Young (1990), when describing the progressive education
movement of the early twentieth century, explained how progressive
educators like John Dewey shared a belief in child-centered
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education, experiential learning activities, democratic classroom
practices, the importance of utilizing community resources, and field
trips to experiential learning sites.

Young emphasized the

experiential value gained by receiving credit for participation m such
community projects as beautifying a neighborhood park, assisting m
the local YMCA, or volunteering at a nursery school.

According to

Young, these activities were designed to "bring the school and
community closer together and promote ideals" (p. 7).
In describing the place of experiential learning in curriculum
and instruction, John Dewey (1931) stated:
Education, in order accomplish its ends both for the individual
learner and for society, must be based upon experience--which
is always the actual life-experience of some individual . . . A
primary responsibility of educators is that they not only be
aware of the environing conditions, but that they also recognize
in the concrete what surroundings are conducive to having
experiences that lead to growth.

Above all, they should know

how to utilize the surroundings, physical and social, that exist
so as to extract from them all that they have to contribute to
building up experiences that are worth while (p. 343).
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Experiential Learning in Action--The St. Paul Open School
Young described how one school employed "progressive
standards" and sought to make their students learning experiences
meaningful and relevant.

The St. Paul Open School was located in a

white-middle class neighborhood of St. Paul, Minnesota.

The school

enrolled approximately 350 kindergarten through twelfth grade
students who reflected the ethnic and socioeconomic composition of
St. Paul's public schools.

A majority of the students were female and

enrollment was evenly divided between the early learning center (K6) and the older learning center (7-12).

The early learning center

had eight teachers and the older learning center students were
taught by nine instructors.

Most students were placed in cross-age

groups and taught by several teachers.

This allowed for both slow

and fast learners to proceed at their own rates.

As its name implied,

Open School offered a less structured environment and less teacherdirected education.

The classrooms were more informal and students

addressed their teachers by their first names.

Open School students

were exempted from state graduation requirements, however, they
had to demonstrate competencies in the following six areas:
1.

Career education which included post-high school plans,
job-seeking skills, and career investigation

2.

Community involvement and current issues that involved
learning from the community, service to the community,
service to the school, and current issues

3.

Consumer awareness composed of personal finance and
mastery of math competency tests
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4.

Cultural awareness which included focus on one's own
culture and two other cultures

5.

Personal and interpersonal skills with emphasis on a
healthy body, group process, and coherent
communication

6.

Information finding that included use of reference and
research materials, data collection, and interviewing
techniques (p. 62).

Students had to maintain a portfolio that included
documentation indicating successful completion of their work m
these six areas.

The students' work was approved or validated by

teachers or other appropriate adult.

For example, a professor of

music, furniture store owner, or restaurateur could indicate
competency in career education.

Participating in a church choir,

volunteering in a nursing home, helping in an election campaign, or
serving as a teacher's assistant could be used to satisfy the
community involvement and current issues.

To document

satisfactory completion in the area of consumer awareness, a banker,
business manager, or insurance agent could validate student
participation and service.

"Great emphasis is placed on community

involvement and experience.

On any given day 10 percent of the

student body is away from school, involved m some kind of
community experience" (p. 63), wrote Young.

When compared to

other public school students in St. Paul, Open School students
perform quite well.

Norm-referenced standardized tests

administered yearly by the school district show Open School students
to be at district levels in language arts, significantly above them in
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reading, and slightly below them in math.

"Approximately sixty

percent of Open School students go on to post-secondary education, a
slightly higher rate than that of the district as a whole" (p. 64),
continued Young.
In conclusion, Young asserted schools should attempt to:
. . .expand the traditional curriculum by integrating real-life
experiences with academic material.

The use of unit plans and

the project method encouraged an interdisciplinary approach to
learning.

Rather than studying subjects in isolation from one

another, a student could, under a theme or project such as
"transportation," study math related to the mileage and
measurement of travel (p. 64 ).

The Case for an Integrated Curriculum
According to Erickson ( 1993) interest in curriculum integration
1s spreading in America's schools.

Teachers experience growing

frustration as they pack more information for the expanding fact
base into the common time frame of a course.

As a result, teacher

instruction and student learning have been maintained at the lowest
cognitive levels possible in the attempt to cover the growing fact
base.

More facts to learn means less time to write, to hold in-depth

discussions, and to function at higher thinking levels.

To counter the

growing problem of superficial learning generated by a rapidly
expanding information/fact base, educators across the country are
becoming interested in a curriculum model that organizes critical
content within the underlying concepts for each discipline.

Another

example of an integrated curricular model emphasized teaching
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language skills of reading, writing, listening, speaking, and thinking
as personal developmental processes which expanded throughout a
child's life as opposed to teaching each of these subjects in isolation.
Erickson (1993) outlined eight criteria that supported the value
of integrated, interdisciplinary curriculum:
1.

Reduces curricular fragmentation and provides depth to
units of teaching;

2.

Provides focus and clarity to a relevant concept and
theme;

3.

Engages students in active learning through a variety of
activities which draw on a variety of learning styles;

4.

Challenges students to think at higher cognitive levels as
they analyze, synthesize and generalize across disciplines;

5.

Helps students see connections between knowledge, and
to use information from different disciplines to solve
problems, gain greater understanding, or create new
ideas;

6.

Directs study to the important ideas or concepts in
understanding the human conditions in our universe;

7.

Encourages students to draw out the generalizations and
principles which can be applied to similar situations to
today and tomorrow;

8.

Causes the unit designers to continually ask the relevancy
question, "Why study these facts?" (p. 7).

According to Willis (1992) interdisciplinary, integrated
instruction would assume a variety of forms.

The simplest approach-

-sometimes called "parallel teaching"--leaves the discipline intact but
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realigns content so that related topics are taught concurrently.

Said

Willis:
A more ambitious approach is for teachers--individually or in
groups--to create interdisciplinary units organized around a
theme, problem, or project.

The most sweeping approach--

sometimes called "integrated" instruction--is to blend the
disciplines entirely into thematic or problem-based pursuits.
Instead of studying subjects, students might consider a
question such as "Is ·w ar ever justified?" from the perspectives
of history, literature, and science (p. 2).

Integrated Curriculum in Action--A Field Trip to Tenne ee
Williams and Reynolds ( 1993) reported on a sixth grade
interdisciplinary unit in which twenty-five North Carolina students
visited a Tennessee rural school situated across the street from an
important community resource, Pigeon River.

The students were

instructed to complete precise, detailed notes.

These notes would be

used in subject matter that would be addressed back at school.

The

guest students from Asheville, North Carolina and the host students
from Tennessee became engrossed in activities that taught the
students from Asheville a great deal about life in rural Tennessee.
Most important to the activities they would complete back in
Asheville were facts the North Carolina students learned surrounding
a local river, Pigeon River.

Pigeon River was contaminated by toxic
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chemicals and often exhibited an unnatural coffee-like color that
smelled like rotten eggs due to the waste water discharge from a
paper mill fifty miles away.

The North Carolina students learned

that the residents of the Tennessee town believed that this pollution
was suspect in the cancer-related deaths of community members and
in fact, viewed a sign posted at the Pigeon River site warning that the
river contained dangerous levels of poison, Dioxin.

The visiting

students left this trip sensing the frustration of people who had tried
unsuccessfully for years to influence a large, powerful paper
industry to clean up their act.
The trip was one of many hands-on experiences during a
twelve week interdisciplinary unit.

The unit was designed to make

students an expert on paper making, stream pollution, and the
controversy surrounding the act of dumping toxic wastes into a
previously scenic river.

The unit also emphasized important

concepts m science, social studies, language arts, and mathematics
designed to prompt student understanding.

The following activities

occurred m each of the disciplines mentioned:
•

In science:

a state environmental management official and a

former paper industry executive were guest speakers, students
practiced stream sampling, made paper, and toured a mill.
•

In social studies:

students studied the issue of toxic waste by

examining files on the subject in the local library and following
news updates.

•

In language arts:

guests speakers, tours, interviews, and

presentations fostered writing and listening skills; newspaper
articles, notes, and hand-outs provided for furthering reading and
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vocabulary skills; speaking skills were enhanced through
interviewing techniques, dramatic portrayals, dialoguing, and
presenting views and listening to others' opinions.
•

In math:

collecting and manipulating data, computation and

application of mathematical formulas upon data, development of
personal budgets for overnight field trips, and managing money
and recording expenses during the trip (p. 14).
Glatthorn ( 1994) supported the need to integrate curriculum
regardless of the approach utilized.

He stated, "In developing a

rationale to support integration, you can turn both to research and
theoretical arguments.

In general, research supports the use of

integrated curriculum" (p. 92).

In fact, Glatthorn observed that the

majority of more than eighty normative and comparative studies had
concluded that students in various types of integrated programs
performed as well as or better than students studying separate
subjects.

Glatthorn also cited four theoretical arguments that had

been advanced in support of integrated curriculum:
1.

The real world is itegrated, not fragmented or
compartmentalized.

2.

Students learn best when learning is connected to what
they know or are interested in.

3.

Integrated curriculum helps to save some time during the
day.

4.

Research conducted on brain activity suggests that the
brain better retains and readily recalls knowledge that is
patterned and holistic (p. 92).
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Multiple Intelligence Theory and Experiential Learning
Gardner (1987) stressed the importance of recognizing
and nurturing all of the varied human intelligences, the combinations
of these intelligences, and the environment in which they were
nurtured.

Gardner mapped the broad range of abilities that humans

possess by grouping their capabilities into seven comprehensive
categories or "intelligences":
1.

Verbal/Linguistic:

The capacity to use words

effectively, whether orally (e.g., as a storyteller,
orator, or politician) or in writing (e.g., as a poet,
playwright, editor, or journalist).

This intelligence

includes the ability to manipulate the syntax or
sounds of language, the semantics or meaning of
language, and the pragmatic dimensions or practical
uses of language.
2.

Logical/Mathematical Intelligence:

The capacity to

use numbers effectively (e.g., as a scientist,
computer programmer, or logician).

This

intelligence includes sensitivity to logical patterns
and relationships, statements and propositions (ifthen, cause-effect), functions, and other related
abstracts.
3.

Visual/Spatial:

The ability to perceive the visual-

spatial world accurately (e.g., as a hunter, scout, or
guide) and to perform transformations upon those
perceptions (e.g., as an interior decorator, architect,
artist, or inventor).

This intelligence involves
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sensitivity to color, line, shape, form, space, and the
relationships that exist between these elements.
4.

Body/Kinesthetic Intelligence:

Expertise in using

one's whole body to express ideas and feelings (e.g.,
as an actor, a mime, an athlete, or a dancer) and
facility in using one's hands to produce or
transform things (e.g., as a craftsperson, sculptor,
mechanic, or surgeon).

This intelligence includes

specific physical skills such as coordination, balance,
dexterity, strength, flexibility, and speed, as well as
proprioceptive, tactile, and haptic capacities.
5.

Rhythmic/Musical:

The capacity to perceive (e.g., as

a music aficionado), discriminate (e.g., as a music
critic), transform (e.g., as a composer), and express
(e.g., as a performer) musical forms. This
intelligence includes sensitivity to the rhythm, pitch
or melody, and timbre or tone color of a musical
piece.
6.

Interpersonal:

The ability to perceive and make

distinctions in the moods, intentions, motivations,
and feelings of other people.

This can include

sensitivity to facial expressions, voice, and gestures;
the capacity for discriminating among many
different kinds of interpersonal cues; and the
ability to respond effectively to those cues in some
pragmatic way (e.g., to influence a group of people
to follow a certain line of action).
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7.

Intrapersonal:

Self-knowledge and the ability to

act adaptively on the basis of that knowledge, this
intelligence includes having an acute picture of
oneself (one's strengths and limitations); awareness
of inner moods, intentions, motivations, and
temperaments, and desires; and the capacity for
self-discipline, self-understanding, and self-esteem
(p. 96).

Campbell (1994) further emphasized:
The implications for Gardner's work for education are
extensive.

If we accept the idea that individuals have diverse

cognitive profiles, then pedagogy, curriculum, and assessment
will need to changes so that students can learn and
demonstrate their learning in different ways" (p. 4 ).

Campbell provided further support for use of the multiple
intelligences theory in curriculum development when he added,
"Students deserve opportunities to work from their strengths, to
enhance their areas of weakness, and to discover what they most
enjoy and love to do" (p. 4). Research conducted by Armstrong
(1994) regarding the seven intelligences and their theoretical
underpinnings indicated that each person possessed all seven
intelligences; most people could develop each intelligence to an
adequate level of competency; intelligences usually worked together
in complex ways; and, there were many ways to be intelligent within
each category.
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According to Gardner ( 1993) creating an educational
environment in which middle level students have had the
opportunity to participate in experiential learning situations was
critical to stimulating the varied intelligences as well as making
learning relevant and meaningful.

As these students moved into the

middle childhood, Gardner recommended a degree of specialization
so that children had the opportunity to attain significant levels of
skill in a small number of the intelligences.
specialization for two reasons:

1)

Gardner favored

It was important that students

receive demonstration of what it means to master clusters of skills or
a subject matter because in the future it would be essential to
achieve mastery in a vocational area.

He stated, "The need to

experience mastery firsthand is nowhere more acute than in
contemporary America, where so many of the cultural signals favor
the quick fix rather than the lengthy apprenticeship" (p. 165), and, 2)
If a child had plenty of exposure to the range of domains and

intelligences, he or she would find the vocational and avocational
niches that complemented his or her own aptitudes.

Gardner stated:

At best, the (middle level) child will then have already begun
to gain needed expertise for later life.

At the very least, he or

she will at least have had the experience of gammg some
competence and monitoring that process (p. 168).
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Service Learning in the Middle School Curriculum
Clark and Welmers ( 1994) asserted that adolescents needed to
feel that what they were accomplishing in school had merit and
worth outside of school walls.

Young people frequently saw little

connection between what they were doing and learning in school and
the communities in which they lived.

Through service-learning,

students clearly understood the connection between the school and
the community.

Service would then become a powerful motivator

for learning because it was meaningful and real.

The learning

environment was success oriented rather than competitive and it
offered opportunities for real-life problem solving.

As students

engaged in efforts to address significant issues, they recognized the
need for more theoretical background and would find reasons to
improve their basic skills.
According to the Alliance for Service-Learning in Education
Reform (1993), "Service-learning also makes classroom study
relevant, as young people connect their actions in the world beyond
the school's walls with work in math, social studies, language arts,
and science" (p. 3).
As defined by McPherson (1995), service learning is a method:
•

by which young people learn and develop through active
participation in thoughtfully organized service experiences that
meet actual community needs and that are coordinated m
collaboration with the school and community

•

that is integrated into the young person's academic curriculum or
provides structured time for a young person to think, talk, or
write about what he/she saw during the actual service activity
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•

that provides young people with opportunities to use newly
acquired skills and knowledge in real life situations in their
communities

•

that enhances what is taught in the school by extending student
learning beyond the classroom and in the community and helps
foster the development of a sense of caring for others (p. 1).

Research conducted by Clark and Welmers ( 1994) also
supported the position that service-learning provided a unique
opportunity in which to integrate the curriculum and other school
activities.

Service-learning could take the form of a school club; an

interdisciplinary curricular unit; a separate, required, or elective
unit; or a schoolwide project.

Regardless of the approach taken,

service-learning activities involved cooperative efforts across
virtually all areas of the middle level school curriculum.
According to Clark and Welmers:
As an interdisciplinary unit, a youth service project can serve
as a unifying theme that involves teachers from a variety of
subject disciplines in creating viable and relevant learning
experiences for their students (p. 11).

The Carnegie Task Force (1989) suggested that every middle
grade school should include youth service in its core instructional
program.

According to Project Service Leadership ( 1995), service-

learning was appropriate for middle school youth because they were
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gomg through immense physical and emotional changes and servicelearning would enable these students to:
•

test and discover new skills

•

develop a sense of competence which would then provide an
"antidote" during this period of self doubt

•

be exposed to a variety of role models including adults who
represented diverse backgrounds and occupations

•

to speak and be heard, therefore, make a difference

•

test their developing morality and values within authentic
settings

•

have tangible or visible outcomes

•

participate in shared-decision-making (p. 4 ).

Qualitative research conducted by Conrad and Hedin (1991)
reported the following findings:

From more than 4,000 student

journal entries of students participating in a service-learning project,
it was illustrated that a service or helping relationship with another

person was a more compelling reason to act responsibly than any
sanctions that could be imposed by the school.

Additionally, service-

learning gave these students a sense of connection with a wider
range of people, places, and problems.

Finally, ninety-five percent of

the students indicated they had learned more from the servicelearning experiences than they learned in their classrooms.
Gig Harbor High School, located in the western reg10n of
Washington state, has implemented service-learning as an integral
part of their curricular, athletic, and leadership programs.

Examples

of how service-learning was fostered within Gig Harbor High School
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were detailed by Project Service Leadership and Washington
Secondary School Principals' Association (1995), as follows:
•

The biology and ecology classes run a science lab at the
neighboring elementary school five days a week.

•

Football players watch Monday night football with senior citizens
at convalescent centers.

•

The Spanish classes write and translate children's stories into
Spanish and the drawing classes illustrate them.

These books are

then donated to a local shelter for homeless families to assist the
program director in encouraging Hispanic parents to read to their
children.
•

Leadership students are matched as mentors for elementary
school students.

•

Business education students keep the accounting books for the
local food bank (p. 3).

Summary
The research and literature summarized m Chapter II
supported the following themes:
1.

The components necessary to develop a well-balanced
middle level program included a variety of cognitive
learning experiences, exploratory experiences, and other
activities and services for personal development.

2.

Experiential learning assumes that students need to be
actively involved in the learning process if they are to
truly understand the concepts being taught.
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3.

In the St. Paul Open School, progressive standards and
experiential settings were employed to make student
learning experiences meaningful and relevant.

4.

A curriculum model that organizes critical content within
the underlying concepts for each discipline is receiving
increased acceptance from educators.

5.

North Carolinian students engaged in activities at a host
site in rural Tennessee that would experience first-hand
an integrated, interdisciplinary curriculum.

6.

Instruction, curriculum, and assessment should be
adapted to the variety of ways in which students learn.

7.

Service-learning makes classroom study relevant, helping
students to apply school learning to real-life problemsolving.

CHAPTER III

Procedures of the Study

The purpose of this study was to design and develop a model that
integrates experiential social studies, English, and reading curriculum for
sixth grade students.

To accomplish this purpose, current research and

literature on experiential learning, integrated/interdisciplinary curriculum,
the multiple intelligences, and service-learning were reviewed.
Additionally, selected businesses throughout the greater Ellensburg area
were invited to participate in a partnership to provide experiential learning
sites for students.
Chapter III contains background information describing:
1.

Need for the study

2.

Development of support for the study

3.

Procedures

4.

Planned implementation of the study
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Need for the Study
The need for this project was influenced by the following
considerations:
1.

The writer (Cecilia A. Mahre ), a certified kindergarten through eighth
grade instructor, was currently teaching a sixth grade bloc comprised
of reading, English, and social studies for a three hour time frame,
twice daily, at Morgan Middle School, Ellensburg, Washington and
searching for ways to help students make a connection between
material learned and studied at school and real-life/real-world
situations.

2.

The writer's seven years of middle school and elementary teaching
experience, three of which included special education, resulted in
recognition of the instructional benefits of experiential learning and
curriculum integration.

3.

The writer's ongoing interaction with the Ellensburg School District's
Talented and Gifted Program instructor, Mrs. Mary Marjerrison, had
fostered extensive dialogue about the necessity of promotion
relevance and connectedness as an inherent component within an
adopted curriculum.
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4.

The writer's role as facilitator of the school's Restructuring Committee
from 1992 to 1995 had led to an awareness of and commitment to
developing curriculum that supported and reflected the overarching
goal of Morgan Middle School's mission statement, to "cultivate habits
of excellence," within students' learning experiences.

The school was

striving to provide an educational environment conducive to
promoting habits of inquiry, identity, and interaction.
5.

Current research findings and evidence supported student motivation
and learning through such alternative techniques as experiential
learning and interdisciplinary studies.

6.

Undertaking this project coincided with graduate studies in
Educational Administration at Central Washington University.

Development of Support for the Study
During the second year of Morgan Middle School's restructuring
activities (1993-1994) as the writer engaged in site visits, conferences,
workshops, and graduate classes that addressed current and innovative
restructuring practices, the need for designing curriculum in a more
connected, relevant, and experiential manner became apparent.
began discussing plans for developing an experiential, integrated

The writer
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curriculum option within Morgan Middle School's sixth grade bloc program
with the following people:

Mary Marjerrison, Gifted and Talented Program

instructor for the Ellensburg School District; sixth grade bloc team teachers,
Sara Eubanks, Mike McCloskey, and Rod Schrag; and Don Price, Morgan
Middle School principal.

These individuals encouraged and supported the

idea of developing a model that integrates experiential curriculum for sixth
grade students, emphasizing relevance and connectedness as goals to be
fostered within the framework of the curriculum.

Input from the above

named individuals influenced the writer's decision to proceed with the
development of a sixth grade model that integrates experiential social
studies, English, and reading curriculum.

Procedures
To obtain background information essential for developing
experiential components within an integrated curriculum, an Educational
Resources Information Center (ERIC) computer search was undertaken.
Additionally, a hand search of various other sources was also conducted.
Finally, selected businesses throughout the greater Ellensburg area were
invited to participate in a partnership with the Morgan Middle School sixth
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grade bloc teaching team to provide experiential learning sites for students.
These businesses included:
1.

Kittitas County Solid Waste Department

2.

Department of Continuing Education, Central Washington
University

3.

Central Nursery

4.

Department of Ecology

5.

Ellensburg City Library

6.

Dusty's Nursery

7.

Twin City Foods

8.

Hilltop Orchards

9.

CWU Office of International Programs

From January to May of 1995, the writer began contacting and
confirming local businesses to make final arrangements for student servicelearning sites.

To facilitate this process, personal interviews with local

entrepreneurs were conducted by the writer.

Additionally, a letter

(Appendix A) was mailed to local businesses and the Central Washington
University Office of International Programs, inviting participation in the
partnership with sixth grade bloc team.
confirmed during May, 1995.

All service-learning sites were
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Planned Implementation of the Study
Accordingly, the model experiential, integrated social studies, English,
and reading curriculum for sixth grade students at Morgan Middle School
will be implemented during the 1995-1996 school year.

The model that

integrates experiential curriculum will be adopted as a pilot program and
evaluated by participating staff and administration.

Additionally, a student

evaluation instrument will be completed by students at the end of their
sixth grade bloc experience.

(Appendix B)

Recommendations for

improvements will be considered and incorporated at that time.

CHAPTER IV
The Project
The Model that Integrates Experiential Social Studies, English,
and Reading Curriculum designed for sixth grade students in
Ellensburg School District #401, Ellensburg, Washington, which was
the subject of this project, has been presented in Chapter IV, in three
(3) units, including:

Unit 1 - America's Interdependence with Mexico
Unit 2 - America's Interdependence with Canada
Unit 3 - America's Interdependence with Latin America
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UNIT 1

AMERICA'S Interdependence with
MEXICO

- Unit Overview
- Student Leaming Objectives
a. The Tourist Trade
b. The North American Free Trade Agreement
c. Environmental Conditions and Impacts
- Performance Criteria
- Learning Activities
- Teaching Strategies
- Instructional Materials
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Unit Overview

The "America's Interdependence with Mexico" Unit provides the student with the
opportunity to study the interdependent relationship fostered between the United States and
Mexico. The community, educators, and parents will work cooperatively together to
provide a quality learning experience.
The organizing theme around Unit 1 has been structured focuses on migrant
workers. Many parts of the United States and, specifically, the Kittitas County, rely
heavily on Mexican migrant workers. Instructional learning activities will provide students
the opportunity to study and explore such themes as: a) the culture of migrant workers;
b) the nature of the work they perform; and, c) the interdependent relationship that exists
between farm and business owners and migrant workers in Kittitas Valley (i.e., employer
and employee interdependence).

Student Learning Objectives

The student will be able to .. .
Become more culturally literate
Determine the relationship between interdependence and the maintenance of
relations between Mexico and the United States
Practice critical thinking skills
Improve in their use of communication skills
successfully engage in a service learning project
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Performance Criteria

Students will complete independent research projects, academic questions, a variety
of mini-lessons in the areas of social studies, English, and reading, divergent questioning
models, and philosophical dilemmas.

Teaching Strategies

Teaching strategies include:
Independent study
Cooperative learning teams
Cooperation and collaboration between school, service learning sites, and
other resource sites

Assessment/Student Expectations

Activities will be consistent with unit student learning objectives.
Activities include:

Maintaining a weekly response journal
Maintaining a continuous portfolio
Maintain good attendance at school and at service learning site
Maintain good study habits
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Instructional Materialsffechnology

Resources include:
Commercially produced games, films, and music
District adopted textbooks
Supplemental reading and resource material and alternatives
Service learning site recommendations, materials, and suggestions
Internet

CD-ROM

Student Evaluation
Student evaluations will be completed at the end of the school year.
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UNIT2

\
I

AMERICA'S Interdependence with
CANADA

- Unit Overview
- Student Leaming Objectives
a. The Tourist Trade
b. The North American Free Trade Agreement
c. Environmental Conditions and Impacts
- Performance Criteria
- Learning Activities
- Teaching Strategies
- Instructional Materials
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Unit Overview
The "America's Interdependence with Canada" unit provides the student with the
opportunity to study the interdependent relationship fostered between the United States and
Canada. The community, educators, and parents will work cooperatively together to
provide a quality learning experience.
The organizing theme around which Unit 2 has been structured focuses on the
flourishing relationship between Canada and the United States. Many parts of the United
States, including Kittitas County, enjoy vacation opportunities that Canada has to offer, as
well as many goods and services exchanged between our countries as outlined and
supported by the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA). Additionally, there is
growing concern over the environmental impact Canadian deforestation activities have
caused in the Cascade Mountain range as well as concern over the steady increase of acid
rain and, consequently, the effect these two conditions have on our country, and
specifically, the Kittitas Valley. Instructional learning activities will provide students the
opportunity to study and explore such themes as: a) the tourist trade; b) the North
American Free Trade Agreement; and, c) environmental conditions and impacts of
Canadian activities.
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Student Learning Objectives

The student will be able to ...
Become more culturally literate
Determine the relationship between interdependence and the maintenance of
relations between Canada and the United States
Practice critical thinking skills
Improve in their use of communication ski~ls
successfully engage in a service learning project

Performance Criteria

Students will complete independent research projects, academic questions, a variety
of mini-lessons in the areas of social studies, English, and reading, divergent questioning
models, and philosophical dilemmas.

Teaching Strategies

Teaching strategies include:
Independent study
Cooperative learning teams
Cooperation and collaboration between school, service learning sites, and
other resource sites
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Assessment/Student Expectations

Activities will be consistent with unit student learning objectives.
Activities include:

Maintaining a weekly response journal
Maintaining a continuous portfolio
Maintain good attendance at school and at service learning site
Maintain good study habits

Instructional Materialsffechnology

Resources include:
Commercially produced games, films, and music
District adopted textbooks
Supplemental reading and resource material and alternatives
Service learning site recommendations, materials, and suggestions
Internet
CD-ROM

Student Evaluation
Student evaluations will be completed at the end of the school year.
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UNIT3

America's Interdependence
with LATIN AMERICA

- Unit Overview
- Student Leaming Objectives
a. The Tourist Trade
b. Shipping and Trade of Goods and Services
c. Environmental Impacts and Conditions
- Performance Criteria
- Leaming Activities
- Teaching Strategies
- Instructional Materials
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Unit Overview

The "America's Interdependence with Latin America" unit provides the student with
the opportunity to study the interdependent relationship fostered between the United States
and Latin America. The community, educators, and parents will work cooperatively
together to provide a quality learning experience.
The organizing theme around which Unit 3 has been structured focuses on the
interdependent relationship between Latin America and the United States. Many parts of
the United States and, specifically, the Kittitas County, are impacted daily by activities
occurring within Latin America. Instructional learning activities will provide students the
opportunity to study and explore such themes as: a) the tourist trade, especially that of the
Caribbean Islands;

b) Shipping and trade of goods and service to America from various

Latin American countries such as Brazil; and, c) environmental impacts and conditions of
different countries.

Student Learning Objectives

The student will be able to ...
Become more culturally literate
Determine the relationship between interdependence and the maintenance of
relations between Latin America and the United States
Practice critical thinking skills
Improve in their use of communication skills
successfully engage in a service learning project
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Performance Criteria

Students will complete independent research projects, academic questions, a variety
of mini-lessons in the areas of social studies, English, and reading, divergent questioning
models, and philosophical dilemmas.

Assessment/Student Expectations

Activities will be consistent with unit student learning objectives.
Activities include:

Maintaining a weekly response journal
Maintaining a continuous portfolio
Maintain good attendance at school and at service learning site
Maintain good study habits

Teaching Strategies

Teaching strategies include:
Independent study
Cooperative learning teams
Cooperation and collaboration between school, service learning sites, and
other resource sites
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Instructional Materialsffechnology

Resources include:
Commercially produced games, films, and music
District adopted textbooks
Supplemental reading and resource material and alternatives
Service learning site recommendations, materials, and suggestions
Internet

CD-ROM

Student Evaluation
Student evaluations will be completed at the end of the school year.
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CHAPTERV

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Summary
The purpose of this project was to design and develop a model
that integrates experiential social studies, English, and reading
curriculum that would help sixth grade students to relate and apply
school studies to real-life/real-world situations.

To accomplish this

purpose, current research and literature on experiential learning,
integrated/interdisciplinary curriculum, the multiple intelligences,
and service-learning were reviewed.

Additionally, selected

businesses throughout the greater Ellensburg area were invited to
participate in a partnership to provide experiential learning sites for
students.

Finally, unit overviews, student learning objectives,

performance criteria, assessment/student expectations, teaching
strategies, and instructional materials/technology were adapted and
developed.
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Conclusions
Conclusions reached as a result of this project were:
1.

Implementing curriculum within an experiential-based, reallife/real-world/community setting will foster relevance and
meaning for students in the academic content that is being
taught and learned.

2.

Teaching strategies that promote and support integration
rather than separation of academic disciplines should be
encouraged.

3.

A well-balanced middle level program of curriculum,
instruction, and assessment should make provision for a
variety of teaching and learning strategies and styles.

Recommendations
As a result of this project, the following recommendations have
been suggested:
1.

Classroom instruction based upon actual life-experiences
can increase student interest and learning.
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2.

By identifying and implementing instructional strategies
that foster connectedness within the curriculum, teachers
can best serve the needs of middle school students.

3.

Teachers should utilize a variety of teaching strategies to
provide for multiple learning styles.

4.

Other school districts seeking to develop an integrated,
experiential learning curriculum that best meet the needs
of middle level students may wish to adapt the model
curriculum which was the subject of this project for use
in their school districts, or undertake further research in
the area of interdisciplinary/thematic curriculum to meet
their unique needs.
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April 15, 1995
Bill Ramsdell
Kittitas County Solid Waste Department
507 Naneum
Ellensburg, WA 98926

Dear Mr. Ramsdell:
I am writing to request your participation and involvement i_n a service-learning project that I
am designing for the students I teach at the local-middle schoql. I am currently writing a
Master's Project for Central Washington University, Ellensburg, Washington, and teaching the
sixth grade bloc program in the areas of social studies, English, and reading at Morgan Middle
School, Ellensburg, Washington.
My project is to design and develop a model integrated, experiential social studies, English, and
reading curriculum for sixth grade students that would include instructional units, student
learning objectives, teaching strategies, learning activities, and instructional materials. The
project is designed specifically for the Morgan Middle School sixth grade bloc program. I will,
however, be teaming with two other middle school instructors, Mrs. Sara Eubanks and Mrs.
Mary Marjerrison, a second grade teacher from Lincoln Elementary, Mrs. Linda Sharp, and an
Environmental Education professor from Central Washington University, Mr. Jim Eubanks
when implementing this project.
To provide opportunities for students to participate in hands-on learning experiences where
they can apply what they have learned in class to real-world/real-life situations, I must
identify approximately six "service-learning"* sites in the Ellensburg area. At this time, no
service-learning sites have been identified and as I continue to develop the different components
of this project, it is now time to begin establishing those partnerships with local businesses and
entrepreneurs who are interested in becoming involved in the education of our community's
youth.
I will follow this letter up with a phone call to further explain your anticipated role in this
curriculum project. I would greatly appreciate your support and participation in this project
and look forward to visiting with you soon.
Thank you for your time and consideration in this matter.
Sincerely yours,

Cecilia A. Mahre
Sixth Grade Instructor, Administrative Intern

Dr. Jack L. McPherson
C.W.U. Master's Degree
Supervising Professor

*"Service-Learning" Site: an area in which students can learn and develop through active
participation in thoughtfully organized service experiences

Please note: PII was redacted due to privacy concerns.
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Integrated, Experiential Curriculum

STUDENT EVALUATION
6th Grade Bloc

**********************************************************
Please complete the following evaluation regarding this year's
activities using the scale provided below:
1=not relevant or useful
2=somewhat relevant and useful
3=relevant and useful
4=relevant, useful, and should be continued
S=very relevant, useful, and should be expanded

1. The activities/ experiences you engaged in at your service learning site
were __ _
comment:

2. The information you learned about Mexico through an integrated
curriculum was __ _
comment:

3. The information you learned about Canada through an integrated
curriculum was __ _
comment:

4. The information you learned about Latin America through an integrated
curriculum was __ _
comment:
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5. The activities you completed at the Multiple Intelligences centers
was __ _
comment:

6. This class as a whole this year was __ _
comment:

7. Please discuss your likes and dislikes about this year's program as
well as make any suggestions or modifications that you think I may
want to consider for next year's class.

